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Skateboarding was illegal in Norway during much of the 
70s and 80s. Even owning a skateboard was forbidden. 
Underground skaters built ramps in forests and seclud-
ed areas to avoid arrest by the Norwegian police. Using 
public space free from the conventional framework of 
compliant consumption, skaters have always endured 
a contested relationship with the city, often driven from 
public spaces either by law or through the exclusionary 
design of rails, benches and kerbs. 

In 2013, one of the most successful skating spots in the 
UK, the Southbank Undercroft in London also came un-
der threat as part of plans to build commercial restau-
rants and retail developments in their place. A grass-
roots campaign bringing together skaters, public space 
activists and architects among many others, success-
fully defeated the proposals and saved the undercroft. 
At the Oslo Triennale, Chris Allen of FCBStudios, who 
recently completed a restoration of the undercroft, and 
Stuart Maclure of Long Live Southbank join forces to 
celebrate skateboarding as an anti-consumerist form of 
culture with lessons to teach wider society. The survival 
of the Southbank’s Undercroft skate spot is a success 
story for urban design not slave to the growth impera-
tive. Long Live Southbank!
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UNDERGROWTH
“As citizens we are often led to believe that 
urban spaces are pre-fixed by experts and 
that there is no alternative, but space is con-
stantly produced and invented by the peo-
ple who use it every day.”
CECILIE SACHS OLSEN,  
CHIEF CURATOR, OAT



Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios and Long Live South-
bank’s contribution to the 2019 Oslo Architecture Tri-
ennale celebrates the Southbank Undercroft, a public 
space on the South Bank of the River Thames (Lon-
don) which has become synonymous with British skate-
boarding and creative counterculture. For the past forty 
years, the covered space of the Undercroft beneath the 
Southbank Centre has been home to skateboarders, 
graffiti artists, dancers, videographers, and other dis-
placed communities who have fought for unhindered 
access and creative freedom. �

UNDERGROWTH
CHRIS ALLEN, FCBSTUDIOS
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The Undercroft owes its success to the interrelation 
of architecture and unintended activity; a combination 
which has crafted a unique community space. Reflect-
ing on the position of this site within the discourse of 
urban democratic spaces, we bring both the physical 
and ephemeral tools of the Undercroft to Oslo. 

A replica of the Undercroft column, made from re-
claimed graphitised timber, stands in The Library. This  
timber was originally used to form a wall, built in 2004, 
to stop the public from accessing part of the Undercroft.  
It was only recently torn down as part of the Under-
croft restoration project. The timber is covered with lay-
ers of paint, applied by thousands of graffiti artists over 
the last fifteen years. Concrete slabs from the London 
Southbank site, have also been relaid in  an emerging 
meanwhile skate spot in Filipstad (Oslo). 

By bringing loanable skateboards to The Library, we 
welcome citizens of a de-growth future to participate in 
their own exploration and transformation of the city of 
Oslo. Travelling by skateboard may offer an alternative 
physical and aural experience of the city while challeng-
ing what is deemed permissible in public spaces. ●

UNDERGROWTH



CREATING THE
SOUTHBANK

The Southbank Centre was opened in 1967 on part of 
the former 1951 Festival of Britain site and designed 
by the in-house architect’s department of the London 
County Council (LCC). The brief required the provision 
of two classical music venues (Queen Elizabeth Hall and 
Purcell Room) and an art gallery (Hayward Gallery) - for 
the public-owned Arts Council Collection. The brutalist 
styled complex was designed in exposed concrete pan-
els and board-marked concrete with minimal windows.  
The plasticity of concrete allowed for a homogenous 
architecture expressive of the internal functions of the 
building and with it the architects intentionally created 
an urban topography of terraces and undercrofts for the 
public to climb over and explore under.

While the intention was for a public space the Thames 
facing Undercroft would remain largely unused as the 
commercial and leisure renaissance of the South Bank 
of the River Thames would not occur until the 90s. Not 
long after opening, unrealised proposals were drawn 
up by the LCC to fill the Undercroft with performance 
venues and cafes. In lieu of these ideas, the covered 
space of sloped banks and steps was left open and un-
derused; soon to become the epicentre of the emerging 
UK skateboarding scene. ●



CREATING THE SOUTHBANK

The elevated design was a product of the LCC’s ur-
ban design principles and one of several LCC devel-
opments in this period to segregate pedestrians on 
walkways and terraces above a network of roads for 
vehicles below.

Photo: Southbank Centre C.1977



CREATING THE SOUTHBANK

As designed the Undercroft, sited below Queen Eliza-
beth Hall facing towards the River Thames, had limit-
ed practical use other than providing a pedestrian en-
trance for car users and fire escape from the venues 
above.

Photo: C.1967 Courtesy of Arup



“What we did was make a landscaped pe-
destrian place. As architects, we wanted to 
design public spaces and rather than de-
signing a flat space we landscaped it. We 
allowed sufficient headroom and we de-
signed paving below it to match the fluc-
tuations of the space above. Where there 
was a change of level, we just added a 
ramp to match.

What we really wanted was for no institution 
to have control over it. It was intended as 
a pedestrian space. To really understand 
it you need to look back to the Festival of 
Britain in 1951—it was a party and provid-
ed a place for Londoners to relax and we 
extended that into the ethos of our project.”

CREATING THE SOUTHBANK

DENNIS CROMPTON
ARCHITECT AT LCC AND LATER,  
FOUNDER OF ARCHIGRAM



HOME OF BRITISH
SKATEBOARDING

The history of skateboarding at Southbank can be 
traced back to 1973 when the first skateboarders ap-
peared, making the most of the sloped banks and 
open spaces to hone the newly travelled craze of 
‘sidewalk surfing’ from California on London’s streets. 

Photographs such as Brian Gittings and Stephan De 
Cool were some of the first photographers to capture 
the fledgling skate scene at the Undercroft in the late 
1970s, when it was reported that hundreds of skaters 
would wait in line eager to use the Undercroft. �
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HOME OF BRITISH SKATEBOARDING

By the 1980s, Southbank was established as the ep-
icentre of UK skateboarding whilst simultaneously 
serving as a shelter for the homeless who resided in 
the famous Cardboard City. 1988 saw the legendary 
Powell team travel to the Undercroft as well as the 
‘Smell of Death’ jam, bringing the community togeth-
er in a celebration of the space when plans to destroy 
the space to make way for private cinema pods were 
made public.  �



HOME OF BRITISH SKATEBOARDING

The animosity between skaters and the Southbank 
Centre increased and by the late 1990s malicious tac-
tics were being used to discourage the skaters from 
using the space, including throwing stones into the 
space, drilling holes into the floor, spraying water on 
the concrete and even turning off the lights, which 
only intensified the antisocial behaviour and hard 
drug use that was sometimes seen in Cardboard City. 
Skateboarders showcased their creativity by seeing 
the new obstacles as skateable objects. �



HOME OF BRITISH SKATEBOARDING

Large sections of the Undercroft spaces were closed 
off in 2004 with assurances given that the closure 
would be temporary. 2011 saw a pedestrian barrier in-
stalled, separating the users of the Undercroft from 
passers by and onlookers as the Queen’s Walk is re-
furbished. �



HOME OF BRITISH SKATEBOARDING

2013 saw the first public plans to infil the Undercroft with 
commercial and artistic uses. This immediately led to a 
backlash from the creative community who called the 
space home and spurred a 17 month-long campaign to 
legally protect the space from development. Long Live 
Southbank was formed and were successful in securing 
a ‘Section 106 Agreement’ to ensure the space would 
not be ‘developed’.

The activism of Long Live Southbank continued and a 
campaign to restore the closed off sections was launched 
in 2017 following a successful planning application. £1.1m 
was raised and the newly restored little banks and tim-
ber ledge opened in July 2019, ushering in a new era of 
skateboarding at the Undercroft. ●



LONG LIVE
SOUTHBANK

Southbank is a beautiful space, a space I 
fell in love with wholly through blessed times 
skating the deceivingly simple banks and 
blocks, pushing myself at a practice I love.  
I fell in love through late night moments, 
3am skating in total tranquillity around  
this concrete playground of mushroom col-
umns and painted walls, in the midst of  
what is normally one of the busiest parts 
of London. 

LOUIS WOODHEAD,
LONG LIVE SOUTHBANK
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LONG LIVE SOUTHBANK

The history and struggles of the space are well docu-
mented and easily researched. It is a free space (pri-
marily a skateboarding spot) that almost got gentrified 
- that’s as much as needs saying here. The body that 
saved it is called Long Live Southbank - an organisation 
I’ve been entwined with for 6 years.

If there was one point that I believe needs making, needs 
hammering home and needs addressing with real ener-
gy towards actual concrete outcomes: that is that people 
need spaces where there is autonomy, outside the direct 
control of organisations, where people are free to come 
together and do as they choose, to build as they see fit, 
to experience as they feel is natural to experience. That 
is the sort of space that Southbank was, when first found 
by skateboarders in 1973: unloved enough and with little 
enough official oversight that people could make it their 
home and interpret in their own creative way. �



LONG LIVE SOUTHBANK

What Long Live Southbank has saved and cared for is 
a beautiful example of what the London of the 1970’s 
enabled. It has thrived and progressed and continues 
to inspire young people to roll as fast as they can, to 
make tricks, to spend longer summer nights sitting by 
the Thames surrounded by the sort of community that 
a Booker Prize winning novelist couldn’t dream up.

But importantly, we haven’t opened anything new. In 
London we have a state of over-development where 
new creative use of space on a scale big enough to 
bring about cultural movements is hard, nigh on impos-
sible. There is perishingly little ungoverned or unloved 
space with any degree of proximity to London’s cen-
tre. Because of this (real estate based gluttony), we risk 
blocking the windpipe that keeps London alive as a city 
of creativity. We need weed covered old factory sites 
free to roam and do something with, we need venues 
with rents cheap enough to take gambles, we need big 
stretches of concrete bleakness. �



LONG LIVE SOUTHBANK

If the most obvious creative playgrounds to explore are 
the offices of marketing companies in newly gentrified 
areas then, give a generations cross pollination, we have 
a very bleak cultural future.

Bringing this back to the point: the fact that Southbank 
survived is brilliant, because it is still a relatively ungov-
ernable space packed full of creative energy in the very 
heart of London. If there is one aspect of Long Live 
Southbank’s ethos I wish to highlight, it is that we are a 
hopeful organisation. At heart, we’re a group of zooted 
skateboarders who thought we could realistically take 
on one of the UK’s biggest arts institutions, follow up, go 
for reopening a bit more and pull that off too. Optimism 
gets you places, and that’s exactly what we need this 
new generation of young people to be getting on. Lon-
don still has opportunities, hidden spots where you can 
build something, there are ways of living and creating in 
this city which are still affordable.

Our message to the planners and policy makers is sim-
ple: we just need enough space to breathe – and if we 
can breathe we’ll be dancing. ●



RESTORING 
THE UNDERCROFT



The Southbank Undercroft restoration project was 
made possible by the tireless work of the initial LLSB 
(Long Live SouthBank) campaign. After a successful 
battle, members of LLSB  began work on a series of  
reports explaining the cultural significance of the Un-
dercroft space. Quotes and insights were gathered 
from a diverse range of voices: from young BMXers, 
to older politicians, university lecturers, graffiti artists, 
musicians, tourists, activists and local users. These  
reports were issued to various organisations and neigh-
bouring institutions, in order to garner support for a res-
toration project.

In 2017, the proposal to restore legendary sections of 
the skate spot which hadn’t been used since 2004, was 
launched. The objective of the restoration works was to 
reinstate the Undercroft, recreating the original public 
space from the 1960s, while seamlessly merging with 
the current space. The appointment of the architecture 
practice FCBStudios started a detailed briefing process 
that led to a collective agreement between the skate-
boarders and the Southbank Centre management. After 
a successful fundraising campaign, the restored space 
was publicly opened in July 2019. �

RESTORING THE UNDERCROFT
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The extension of the skates space provides even more 
theoretical routes skateboarders can find within the con-
fines of the Undercroft architecture. The seemingly end-
less combination of lines and tricks brings a feeling of 
possibility and freedom to skateboarders. In this public 
space, the activities generate a collective experience in 
which the shared history and heritage of the Undercroft 
are celebrated. �

RESTORING THE UNDERCROFT



Approaching the architecture of a restoration project 
such as this was unique. The restoration wasn’t only 
concerned with architectural fabric, but also a restora-
tion of social history that was lost by the skateboarding 
community in 2004. Reinstating elements of the 1960s 
Undercroft would appease conservationists but to the 
skateboarding community it was more important to look 
at a 1970s history when skateboarders where devel-
oping new styles and tricks on the timber ledges and 
paved banks. �

RESTORING THE UNDERCROFT



The team, including the original engineers Arup, used 
the 1960s construction drawings alongside early 
skateboarding photography to ensure designs where 
faithful to the past. This included re-use of the 1960s 
paving slabs to retain the important tactile and acous-
tic quality of the space as skaters transitioned be-
tween obstacles.

The construction saw iconic parts of the Undercroft 
restored including the much loved little banks and tim-
ber ledges, legendary in skateboarding history but 
closed off for more than a decade. Some new ele-
ments were required to meet the joint brief. The 1970s 
garden at the rear of the site was not reopened to the 
public but  a system of glass blocks set in precast 
concrete panels were designed to ensure daylight still 
filters through into the space. By improving the light-
ing of the space, the entire site has become welcom-
ing and encourages a greater diversity of users. �

RESTORING THE UNDERCROFT
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A new wall was constructed using the principles of the 
boardmarked concrete upstands of the original build-
ing but with sacrificial ply layers finding a balance be-
tween the craft of the original building and providing a 
robust skate-able surface tolerant to the daily use of 
the Undercroft community. 

A custom designed barrier was developed with the 
community that was a blend of the iconic ‘Jersey Bar-
rier’ in skateboarding culture with the concrete craft 
and geometry of the Southbank. ●

RESTORING THE UNDERCROFT



DEMOCRATIC 
SPACE

What kind of spaces do we create by  
being together? The Ancient Greek phi-
losophers asked this question a lot, and 
generally came up with the same answer  
– the city.

OLI MOULD,  
AUTHOR AND ACADEMIC



Their arguments were that human civilisation, enlighten-
ment and creativity only progressed through people com-
ing together to centralised places to discuss, debate, argue 
and ultimately act. They even had a name for it – demos, 
from which we ultimately get the word democracy. They 
recognised we are social creatures, and hence the spaces 
we should create to live in, should facilitate us as humans 
being together democratically. 

Fast forward a few millennia or so and not much changed. 
Cities have developed all over the world from the need of 
people to come together and form a demos. This demo-
cratic realm is a place to not only debate, but also now to 
exchange goods, services and ideas. And they do this to-
day, largely because it has always been in the best interest 
of the State in charge of the urban realm (be that a national 
government, city mayors office or cooperative of residents) 
to maintain this democracy, to keep certain places of the 
city public, in that they are open to everyone. 

Yet over only the last few decades, much of this work is 
being rapidly undone by a contemporary form of capital-
ism that sees everything – including urban space – as a 
means of increasing wealth. Turbocharged by politicians 
that have been schooled in the dark arts of neoliberal-
ism, capitalism since the 1970s has offered up the public 
realm of the city as a space to be carved up and sold to 
the highest bidder. And it continues apace today resulting 
in the rapid privatisation of our cities.  �

DEMOCRATIC SPACE



What this means in practice is the undoing of the demos; a 
destruction of the spaces of democracy and the civilisation, 
enlightenment and creativity that it brings about. Sure we 
can all still talk to each other in the street and indeed the 
access to these spaces hasn’t changed too much. After all, 
what good are these spaces to those looking to buy them if 
the general public can’t get to them to consume things? It’s 
important that the exchange of goods and services part of 
city life can continue so as to keep the money flowing and 
the profit margins growing. Anything else that doesn’t do 
that is seen as a waste. 

With this in mind, it becomes obvious why we see the chang-
es in the city that we do. Defensible architecture to keep 
homeless people out; private security guards to stop peo-
ple from skateboarding; CCTV everywhere to make sure 
people know they can’t stir up trouble; gates and fences 
around expensive condominiums to keep the poor peo-
ple out; the city is shifting to become less democratic, and 
more private. 

This privatisation of our cities damages everything they 
stand for. It reduces our ability to be together, to be crea-
tive, to be democratic. This is why we see people fighting 
back to resist this change. Cities have become the battle-
ground between public and private, capital and democra-
cy, people and profit. Which side are you on?  ●

DEMOCRATIC SPACE



1970s Norway was no different to the rest of the Euro-
pean continent in being swept along in the ‘sidewalk 
surfing’ craze born on the West Coast of America. How-
ever the use, ownership and sale of skateboards were 
forbidden in Norway from 1978 to 1989. The Product 
Control Council of Norway banned the import, sale and 
ownership of skateboards which had caused a number 
of deaths and injuries in America. The Environmental 
Ministry said protecting children is more important than 
letting big business make money, and the council’s ban 
was enacted into law. �
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For 11 years Norwegians went to incredible lengths to 
participate in this global cultural phenomena. While in 
the UK a street style of skateboarding was being devel-
oped, the skaters of Norway were only allowed to use 
the one state-sanctioned skatepark Forgnerparken in 
Oslo. For those in more rural areas subterfuge was re-
quired, building hidden ramps in secluded woodland. 
Many skateboarders were arrested but it’s out-law na-
ture produced a close-knit community. Today Olso has 
a range purpose built indoor skateparks and less legit-
imate street spots. The small city allows for skaters to 
flow from street spot to street spot, taking advantage of 
new buildings and granite surfaces in this ever-chang-
ing city. ●

OSLO

Much like the skateboarders at the Un-
dercroft the skateboarding scene in Oslo  
has its own unique history and cultural chal-
lenges.






